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Dear Parents
Today I just want to say thank you.
Thank you to all of the children who have submitted work, joined in virtual street dance
and choir, smiled and laughed on Zoom calls and kept engaging with school even when
they can’t come in. Thank you also to the families that still have children at home. We
know that this can be stressful and we really appreciate the fact that you are helping your
children to learn and feel safe whilst they aren’t at school. You are doing a brilliant job!
Thank you to the children and parents who have returned to school this week. You have
navigated new systems, classrooms, teachers and routines to make sure that we can
open as safely as possible. You have done all this with a fabulous attitude and we are so
happy to have more children back at Hadrian.
Thank you to the key worker children and their parents. Some children have been at
school on bank holidays, during Easter and half term. They have worked with different
teachers and thrown themselves into new activities (we particularly enjoyed the Year 6
boys Morris dance). Older children have looked after their younger siblings and those who
started at the beginning have helped others to get used to the new routines. When
parents have been exhausted, working longer and longer hours to keep us safe, their
children have come into a very different school and been superstars!
Finally, thank you to the Hadrian team. There have been many times when I have
questioned if we should open. I very much respect the decisions of other schools to close
for holidays or delay opening, I don’t think there is one right way and when the science is
so new each school has to make the decision that is right for their communities. Although
there are many times that I have looked at the evidence to see if we should open, I have
never questioned if we could open. This is because of the amazing team at Hadrian that
will always go the extra mile. So thank you. Thank you to those who have taught over
bank holidays, come in early to clean, taken on a different class for virtual lessons, come
in over half term to reinvent classrooms, learnt to use Zoom, painted a rainbow of arrows
around the school, spent the weekend doing paediatric first aid courses, read their unions
requests not to plan for reopening and then come to a planning meeting, learnt to teach
in a different way both online and in school, smiled when they were scared, come in to
help with risk assessments and accepted that their bedtime reading for 3 weeks would be
our new policies so we could reopen as safely and as quickly as possible.
Hannah Bennett

Work by Key Workers
We were making our own fantasy maps for
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Work by Year 1

The children in Year 1 have been superstars with their virtual learning this week! They have been
working hard on spotting rhyming words, writing character descriptions and designing interesting
party menus! They have also done fantastic maths work where they have been working on their
understanding of number.
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Work by Year 2
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Year 2 have had a fantastic week! They have been
working hard on writing character descriptions, diary
entries and party invitations! They have also done
fantastic maths work where they have been learning
about money.
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Evie found a hedgehog
in her garden!

Tyler was awarded with 2
trophies at his virtual
football presentation!
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SHOUTOUTS!
Lyla in Turtle class interviewed
a key worker and then used
the questions and answers to
make a PowerPoint with her
brother, Cory!
Katie has done some
excellent maths and writing
this week, too!
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Well done to
Muhammad and Jamie
on their 3 digit column
addition

Work by Year 3

Muhammad
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Aimee fantastic artwork on
your prediction sheet

Remi working hard at
her desk

Raphael

Rafael had fun playing The 8 Times
Table Space Race

Raina had fun with the maths

Mr Bus Mechanic – an amazing key
worker story – well done Riley

Sienna’s fantastic key
worker story

Key worker interviews by
Harley

Poppie enjoyed comparing
3 digit numbers

Mia

What fantastic imagination
Isla has

Eryk's detailed
Roman weapons

Melody's Key Worker Story
A real key officer.
One day officer Stuart was leaving for work when he discovered that his car
would not start, he decided to walk to work and so began his journey on foot.
Until he found a problem, the problem was that a young girl had fallen in the
park.
He went over to see if she was ok and If she had hurt anything. She had hurt her
elbow and she was also bleeding so, the officer asked where her parents were
and she didn’t know where they were so officer Stuart helped to look for her
parents and give the girl a plaster and found her parents. Soon she was all better
again. The End.
Shanaya's predictions for
Roman Rescue, will they
come true?

Alice finding out the
answers to the jokes using
maths.
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Work by Year 4

Imagine that you were the one who went into the attic to find out what was there. Use your
imagination to draw and write about what you would want to find. Maybe it would be a
room full of the best toys and games ever, or it was a secret zoo filled with friendly animals.
Draw your plan of the attic below. Then, label it and write a few sentences about what you
have found.

In the attic I saw some toys and I said “it’s just toys” as was leaving I heard a creek I
turned around and I saw a a magic tiny door I went inside and I saw massive animals
and small animals I stroked all of them even the rough ones and the soft ones.
“guys are you soft and rough” the animals were happy because he stroked them, I
said goodbye to the big tiny Red and pink: |inverted commas |talking talking talking
Blue|: adjective
Orange:| expanded noun phrase
Red and pink: |inverted commas |talking talking talking
Green: |writing
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History Hackers Chapter 1
1. Look at the front cover. How might you describe the characters and what they are
feeling?
I think the two children on the front cover are feeling horrified because they can see
Romans. The man looks ferocious because he looks like a soldier.
Lucas
2. Look at the front cover. What do you predict might happen in the story?
I think the children are going to go back in time to Roman Times and when they get there
they will become slaves.
3. What does the word ‘heaved’ in line 6 tell us about Tilda’s actions? (p.4)
Tilda was trying as hard as she can to open the door.
4. Charlie is feeling pleased with himself that he knew the door handle was broken.
What
word did the author use to show this is how Charlie is feeling? (p.4)
Triumphantly
5. What do you predict Tilda is planning on doing with Charlie’s trainer? (p.4)
Tilda will use Charlie’s trainer to kick the door down.
Predicting the rest of the story.
I think the children will look around the rest of the attic. They are Hackers so they could
make a time machine. They are going to go in the time machine and go to Roman times.
When they arrive, they get turned into slaves. They escape from their master. They
rescue other slaves from the carriages and bring them to the present where they are
free.

Q) Look at the front cover. How might you describe the characters and what they are
feeling.
A) looking at the front cover the Roman solider looks stern and a little bit grumpy, the
boy in the green shirt looks like he is trying find a way to escape and the girl in the in
the white dress looks scared.
Q) Look at the front cover. What do you predict might happen in the story?

Jakeys questions and
answers

A) I think the front cover shows two children that have a special pocket watch that they
have used to go back in time and it has broken while they were in the Roman times
and they have been caught.
Q) What does the word ‘heaved’ in line 6 tell us about Tilda’s actions? (p.4)
A) The word heaved tells us that Tilda was using all her strength to try and open the
door.
Q) Charlie is feeling pleased with himself that he knew the door handle was broken.
What word did the author use to show this is how Charlie is feeling? (p.4)
A) Charlie used the word triumphantly to describe how he was feeling.
Q) What do you predict Tilda is planning on doing with Charlie’s trainer? (p.4)
A) I think Tilda is going to use Charlie’s trainer to throw it at the door or use the laces
to turn the handle.

My Key Worker
My mummy
1. Why are you a key worker?
Because I work in the NHS
2.

What do you do?

I work as a Senior HR Business Partner in the Human Resources
Team for the local Clinical Commissioning Groups
Charlotte
My Key
Worker

3.

Do you have a long list of things to do?

Yes, it can be very busy, with lots of things to do each
day
4.

How have you been supporting COVID-19?

I have been supporting redeploying staff across the
local area to swab testing sites, hospitals, training staff in
care homes and GP Surgeries
5.

Do you enjoy your job and why?

Yes, it is very busy, but I enjoy working in the NHS and
working with my colleagues to support patient care
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Horrible Hackers Roman Rescue
Chapter 1
1. Look at the front cover. How might you describe the characters and what
they are feeling?
The boy and the girl look worried, sad, frightened and scared. The man looks
like he is in charge!

Aleksander

2. Look at the front cover. What do you predict might happen in the story?
The children look l they have been caught and need rescuing.
3. what does the word ‘heaved’ in line 6 tell us about Tilda’s actions? (p.4)
Tilda pulled the door handle really hard.
4. Charlie is feeling pleased with himself that he knew the door handle was
broken. What
word did the author use to show this is how Charlie is feeling? (p.4)
Triumphantly
Beau

5. What do you predict Tilda is planning on doing with Charlie’s trainer? (p.4)
Tilda is going to kick the attic door down using Charlie’s trainer.
6. Find the example of personification used on this page (clue: it’s in the first
sentence).
What does this word tell us about what is happening here? (p.4)
The door handle ‘bit like Ice’ This tells me that the room was freezing cold.
7. What were you expecting the characters to find in the attic?
I expected them to find ghosts in the attic.
8. When the family moved into the house, all the rooms except the attic needed
to be
decluttered. Why do you think the attic was empty?
I think the attic was empty because nobody goes in there and the door was
stuck.
9. What do you think Tilda and Charlie will do now?
I think they will go and get their parents and get them to go to the attic and
have a look.
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Leah-Janae

As I walk into the old woody smelling attic I see nothing. Every corner
nothing but as I take one more step in I fall….. after what it seems like
years if falling I land on a soft pale pillow of clouds!? Where am I?
When I look around I see lots of sugary pink and white marshmallows
and candy floss clouds (also normal ones) the theory is true!! I slowly
stand up on the unstable cloud, for some reason I am lifted up and as I
flap my arms I can fly!!!! I don't drop back to the attic, I just keep flying
until…..
Find out next time!! =======>
Follow me down more for the image I did! :D
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My Monster Spikes

It was a cold winter night the wind was blowing the
trees side to side and the branches were knocking
against my window. As I slowly tipped toed out my
cosy bed, I looked out on to my street. I thought I was
seeing things but then I knew it wasn’t my sleepy eyes
playing tricks. Two glowing bright purple beams of light
looking at me straight in the far distance. They were
eyes. The eyes then glowed and I could hear a
growling noise, it sounded like a sad cry. This wasn’t just
a night animal. This was something else, this was a
monster. I quickly jumped back to my bed and hid
under my pillow.
‘Mum, Dad’ I screamed ‘Mum there’s a monster
outside my window’ she looked at me and smiled and
told me I was having a bad dream. ‘No look out the
window’ I said. Dad went to my window and gasped ‘
HE’S BACK’.
The next day, dad came to my room with his welly
boots on and told me we are going to find Spikes. I
grabbed my coat and we walked into the rain.
We got to the woods and it was very gloomy. There
was a cave up ahead and then I saw the purple eyes
again, glowing bright. ‘ Spikes ‘ dad called, slowly out
came a red monster with purple spikes on his back, his
arms were as big as tree trunks. ‘This is Spikes’ dad said,
‘he was my friend when I was a little boy, now he Is
going to be your friend ‘ I looked up at spikes and
realised we are going to be best friends, he’s my
monster friend…….
FROM BROOKE
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Expanded Noun Phrases – 4th May
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The colossal, shimmering man made of glass walked ferociously through the crumbling treetops.
His feet clanked like chains against the hard, rocky floor.
With his fragile egg shell ears, he could hear the rumbling, sizzling volcano off in the distance.
With his eyes like glimmering crystals, he saw a wild, savage pack of wolfs charging towards him
With his smooth mouth he ate some slimy, soaking leaves.
With his hands as sharp as the sharpest prongs in the world he grabbed some dark, juicy apples from the
trees nearby.
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Direct Speech
New speaker new line:
“Hey!” Said Bob, I saw you at the market when I was
buying sweets!”
“Oh….hi” replied Anita as she looked shrugged off.
Speech is opened with speech marks:
“Hmm...what should I do today” wondered Selma, “I
know! I should go shopping”.
Every line of speech starts with a capital:
“She won't know….” smirked Sid evilly, as he
snatched his mum's marshmallow bag from the
pantry.
I really really hope you learned some of the direct
speech rules from this! Feel free to contact me about
anything at: leahjanaemac@gmail.com and I will
return to you!!!!
Leah-Janae – Rules for direct speech
poster

The Hulk and the Iron Monster

Lucas

Once upon a time there was a Hulk that was protecting a country called Brazil.
One day, he was walking in the rainforest, which is his favourite place. The reason why
the Hulk liked the rainforest was because it was so green and green was his favourite
colour. He could see grasshoppers, tigers, ants and a jaguar. They were all looking for
food for themselves and for their cubs. The Hulk felt happy because he was in his
favourite place.
The Hulk walked down a hill and saw a hole at the bottom of the hill. He thought
it was a trap. He took a closer look at the hole. The hole was gigantic and disgusting. It
was a cave. Outside of the cave, the Hulk saw lots of trees. He thought that someone
might be living down there because oxygen helps us live. Inside the cave, the Hulk saw
spider webs everywhere and disgusting sewer water was on the floor and the walls. He
heard someone sleeping down there. He heard someone snoring down there, loudly.
When the Hulk jumped into the cave, he made a loud bang and the something
woke up. The something was disgusting as a smelly sewer. His bleeding feet looked as
disgusting as a dead mouse. His filthy eyes look angrily at the Hulk. It was an Iron
Monster. The Iron Monster felt very angry because the Hulk came into his cave. Madly,
the Iron Monster roared as loud as a dinosaur. He charged at the Hulk.
“GET OUT OF MY CAVE, NOW!” shouted the Iron Monster.
“Can we have a talk?” asked the Hulk. “What’s the matter?”
“I just don’t like people walking in my cave and chopping down my trees,” replied the
Iron Monster. “I need the trees because I need oxygen to survive because I am mortal.”
Kindly, the Hulk said “I will help you. We are going to clean your cave to make it not
smell like a sewer. Here is some food, if you want it. It’s green jelly and green cake
because green is my favourite colour. We can plant a tree in the middle of your cave
to produce oxygen in your cave and we will put a big circle around your home so no
one goes in your cave anymore.”
The Iron Monster was very happy with the Hulk. Together, they cleaned the Iron
Monster’s disgusting cave. They planted cool and beautiful trees in the Iron Monsters
cave. The Hulk gave the Iron Monster some food, and he gobbled the whole cake
quickly. The Hulk and the Iron Monster put a circle around the cave so that no one can
come into the cave.
The Iron Monster was very happy now. “Thank You, Hulk,” said the Iron Monster. “My
cave is beautiful, warm and safe.”
“You’re welcome, Iron Monster,” said the Hulk.
“You can come into my cave whenever you want,” replied the Iron Monster.
“Thank You,” replied the Hulk. The Hulk left the cave, so that the Iron Monster could go
back to sleep.
The End.
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